
One day while discussing a project with a lovely couple of grandparents-to- e who

were eager to please their daughter-in-law, they expressed how lost they feel in

today's “too many options.” The future granddad told me; “In our time it was so

much easier. The wife would say, “Paint that room yellow.” We did it, and we added

the essentials the baby needed, and the nursery was ready.”

Nowadays creating a nursery for your baby is more than a “to-do” in our lists; it is a

ritual of preparation and welcoming a new family member. It is a space where so

much emotional experience, like bonding, nurturing and discovery, will happen.

Struggle and self-doubt, unfortunately, is part of the deal as well, and being able to

feel comfortable at those moments is priceless. The expectations are high and the

options are countless. How can we find “the old days” simplicity and joy in today`s

infinite universe of possibilities?
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INSTEAD OF TRYING TO MAKE
IT PERFECT, MAKE IT

INTERESTING.

The access of new ideas and cultural influences can be wonderfully inspiring and

enchanting, and most of the time truly overwhelming. The Internet bombards us

with so much information, innumerous pictures and offers, products that create new

necessities we did not have before that it is easy to lose ourselves in all this hysteria. 

What I wish to achieve with this blog post is to offer a few practical tips to help you

simplify and start this journey of decision-making in your nursery or kid bedroom

design. Trying to combine the long-lost simplicity with today`s seductive universe of

options, I hope to help you to be more focused on and successful in creating your

desired aesthetics.
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Are you an expecting mom or transforming a toddler room for an 8-year-old?

How far along are you in your pregnancy? 

Are you a couple deciding together? Or a single parent? Partners that have

different aesthetic views? 

Are there more people helping than wanting to listen? 

Are your friends and family participating with you? 

Do older siblings want to take part in it? 

You have many ideas, mood boards, inspirational photos, but who are you? 

Take a good assessment of the situation, be clear who is part of the decision-making

and communicate well with yourself and others. Brainstorm together, gather what is

important for each one, what they have already dreamt and visualized for this design

project. 
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1.WHO ARE YOU ?
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When a child is born, they inherit the whole family story. They are born in a country,

with spoken language, traditions, religion, beliefs, climate, family configuration, and

history. Is this baby a first-born, twins (or more?) Do you know the baby`s gender (do

you want to know)? 

The importance of assessing your child is to think about everything with them in

mind, creating and designing for them only, even if your reutilizing older siblings’

furniture, bedding, etc. (which is a very clever way, and keep that in mind when you

are shopping). Keeping your little one in mind will help you to personalize the

details and make it all repurposed specially for them.
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2.  WHO IS THIS BABY/CHILD ?
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How large is it?

 Does it have natural light? 

Is it a little dark? Is it empty or already furnished?

 What contents in this room should be there, or is this a temporary arrangement?

Should you make more space or reorganize it? 

Do you like the colors you see? 

Do you like the things you see? 

What is your level of satisfaction with it? What are the feelings that this space

evokes to you? (This is the most important question of this step; please do not

ignore your feelings about it)

We are talking about a space. You want to make it cozy, pleasant, and beautiful.

Believe me, you will be spending a lot of time in there. I like to work with the idea of

a sacred space for your most precious creation, where so much emotion will be

expressed. It can be a room, a part of a room, small or big, individual, or a shared

space. 

Go inside it, sit on the floor, and look all around you and analyze:

Such reflection will help you decide what needs to be done regarding interior

design. You will have a clearer view of the problems and necessities that need to be

solved. List the real actions that need to be taken to achieve a cozy and comfortable

environment. Good planning and prioritizing of actions can save you loads of time

and money.
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3.  EVALUATE YOUR SPACE
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This is a fun and pleasing part! Let’s get some “food for thought (and dreams)”? What

was the first thing that came into your mind in this step? A specific view? Colors? Do

you have a few Internet pictures that inspire you? Have you already visualized a

theme? What is important in your family story and tradition that you want to pass

on? Dream away… you will tell a story.

The soul of the project, theme and color palette will act as an anchor for you. Anchor

in interior design means integration of all visual stimuli in a harmonic way. Once you

have it clear, it will work as a compass, helping you to decide what to buy /invest in

while never losing site of balance. Think about a variation on your themes; it can

help you to compose the interior design so as not to be too strict or severe. The

theme and color palette should orient you and be fun; they cannot be a limitation or

a restraining idea.
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4. THEME AND COLOR PALETTE
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Do you have a budget? 

Did you discuss your budget with someone who is part of this wonderful project? 

What should you include in your budget? 

How long should your project last? 

Do you have time to do it yourself? 

Do you have a kind soul to help you or are you hiring professional help?

Budget, timing, and resources are another important combination. Plan to assess

them carefully. The idea is that the whole process should be a pleasant and

enjoyable moment for you. Planning is key. 

The truth is, it doesn't matter your budget/term/resource situation, there are enough

options out there for every single combination. You can decide on a list of “needs”

and other “wishes” to estimate the investment and timing for each item. Combine

your lists into a plan and prioritize accordingly. This is a crucial step to avoid

unnecessary expenses and stressful moments. 
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5. BUDGET, TIMING AND RESOURCES

NEXT PAGE - BUDGET, TIMING AND RESOURCES SHEET.
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BUDGET, TIMING AND RESOURCES SHEET

ITEM BUDGET SPENT BALANCE TIMETABLE

TOTAL:

NEEDS

ITEM BUDGET SPENT BALANCE TIMETABLE

TOTAL:

WISHES
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I would love to discuss with you your project and ideas. Enfance Design offers a

range of flexible options (not too many LOL) of design services and style consulting

focused on children’s bedrooms and nurseries. Large or small, your project matters

to us, and we will manage it with care and attention to your specific needs.
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OUR PASSION

Love, 
Bruna  Keruzore

www.enfancedesign.com

enfance@enfancedesign.com

860-518-9159

Follow us on Instagram
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